62 that one page, depending on how many times they had
to stop. A knock at the door—Madame Pilsudska hum-
ming—the visit of a friend—some one on party business
—time lost. They must think constantly about the noise.
Roznowski glued strips of leather and cloth onto the
press where the different parts touched; they ?ell off
and work must stop till he replaced them. The rustling
of a sheet of paper, the slight noise of the press must
be hidden by the normal noise of the building and of
the shop below. As it was a Jewish shop, closed on
Saturdays, they could work only five days a week. Mne,
ten, eleven hours a day; and one number—then nine-
teen hundred copies—required fifteen or sixteen days.
Because space was so limited, Wiktor had to learn
to fit his writing to the inches available. Each sen-
tence, each word even, had to be considered. This article
is eight lines too long; where best cut it? what un-
necessary words can be left out? then will his idea be
perfectly clear and readily grasped by Robotnik's read-
ers, many of whom have little education?
No more R's, the assistant reports; go over the rest
of the article and change all the words with R's. What
they could have done with better equipment! Yet many
a newspaper, with its large staff and modern machin-
ery, might well envy Robotnik its eager readers, its ever
growing influence, its share in making history.
Pilsudski wrote, Roznowski set type, they both ran
the little press. They would work four or five hours
steadily at printing, then one would change off and be
editor-in-chief while the other cut paper; for the sheets
were too long and had to be cut with an ordinary knife.
At last, in packages of fifty, Robotnik was packed into
"blondes" or "brunettes" and Comrade Wiktor would
take it to Warsaw, which used a third of each issue, or
even to St. Petersburg, walking calmly through railroad
stations crowded with police, guards and customs men.

